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ABOUT US

PAVE stands for Peer Academic Virtual Education.
 PAVE is unique from other organizations

 because we provide peer to peer instructional videos
and educational products that will improve teens'

life skills in and out of school. In addition, at PAVE
all the videos are rewatchable and allows teens to

study at their own pace. Thus, all of our employees
are going to be able to make these videos based on
their high intellectual experiences in their certain

field of study.

Dear employees,
 I hope you are all as excited as I am to “P.A.V.E. our way to success” this upcoming
year. While it certainly was not easy to come to agreement on a final concept, I am

confident we have started on the right path, especially because of the unique abilities
and talents I know each of you have. 

I am ready to come together with you to provide relief from college applications,
instill a generation with the financial skills that they need, and inspire our peers to

grow through the challenges that school, career, and life presents. This won’t be
possible without the continued ethic that you have shown, and I am sure with our

combined passions towards our goals, nothing can stop us from growing P.A.V.E. to
what we all expect and more.   

“Peer Academic Virtual Education,” will only go as far as we take it. That being said, I
am looking forward to “paving” the road ahead with you as we progress into the

future!

  Youssf Hegazy, CEO



Mission Statement 

We empower young people with the skills
needed to pave their way to college and career

success. We do this through increasing
collaborative peer to peer instruction that

inspires students to accomplish their dreams.



Dear P.A.V.E.,
From the first day we started together, I

knew we would be able to “PAVE our way
to success!” I’m certain our company will
guide millions of students and open their
eyes to college and career readiness from
our financial literacy, college application,

and career exploration courses.

 We have created a family bond already
that will forever be cherished in my heart.

From developing concrete solutions for
better education, to debating on the best
logo design, to writing a well structured

business plan, I wait for our class everyday
to share our laughters, ideas, perspectives,

that takes Peer Academic Virtual
Education as far as we take it.

I’m truly excited to continue this
experience as it introduced a new meaning
of work. A work that brings out our voices,

our unique personalities, and most
importantly our passions! As we bring in
our beliefs of diversity and inclusion, of

teamwork, of effective communication, our
company’s workforce environment is sure
to be a unique one filled with talents. Let’s

continue to Persevere, Persist, and
Progress at P.A.V.E.! 

Aya Ibrahim, COO

PAVE 
Leadership

Chief of Community
 Winnie Zou

Chief Of Social Media
Faeid Hassan

Chief of Finance
Naomi Tsang

Chief of Social Media
Klaris Marko

Chief of International Marketing
Aracely Palaguachi

Chief of Domestic Marketing
Jacqueline Collado

Chief Of Technolo
Jonathan Batmunkh

Chief of Human Resources
Samir Lukolic



Breast Cancer
Awareness 

Due to the pandemic this year, we were unable to participate in the
Breast Cancer Walk located in Flushing Meadows Corona Park. Instead,
we decided to show our support by wearing pink clothing, pink mask, or
by making our Microsoft Teams background pink.



Every week, we have been meeting with Deloitte. They  provided
guidance as we were writing our business plan and preparing our
elevator pitch for the Elevator Pitch Competition. In addition, they
have been answering any questions that have come up while starting
up our company. 

Deloitte is one of the "Big Four" accounting firms and the
largest professional services network in the world by revenue
and number of professionals.



EventsEventsEvents
LOGO DESIGNING PROCESSLOGO DESIGNING PROCESSLOGO DESIGNING PROCESS

"The initial design that we created to bring a sense of simplicity and to showcase the overall goal

of our company, which is “paving the way to success.” The logo depicts a pathway that keeps

people on the right track and helps them reach their ultimate goal/destination." - Faeid Hassan



ELEVATOR PITCHELEVATOR PITCHELEVATOR PITCH   

In early October, all employees took on the mission of creating and filming their own

elevator pitch video. Some of us decided to partner up to create a video and others did it

individually.



PHOTO SHOOT !PHOTO SHOOT !PHOTO SHOOT !

Finance Technology 

Marketing

Social Media

Human Resources

Employees met up at LIC to take professional photos.
*Masks were worn but taken off for the photo*

Executive Community



GOALSGOALSGOALS
The HR department asked each department

to share their department and personal
goals for this school year. Finance: Completing all financial

documents before deadlines and
keeping a close communication

between the group.Community: Make meaningful
contributions to our community through

donation, providing services, and
spreading awareness on issues through

our social media platforms.

Social Media: To work effectively to
help our company be successful and

to make designs that enhance the
beauty of everything about our

company overall.

HR: Maintain high morals, among all
staff members, and maintain a

peaceful environment.

Executive: Maintain a collaborative work
environment for all VE employees, which would
allow them to work to the best of their ability.

Consistently competitive in VE official
competitions (and supervising the best possible

submissions). This may translate to getting to
national competitions or being in top percentile

rankings. Aid employees in completing VE
experience with some benefit, including but not
limited to, presentation skills, leadership ability,

and entrepreneurial potential.

Technology: Create a collaborative
and friendly environment in the
department while also efficiently

getting work done throughout the
year.

Marketing: As a team, we would work on
building our bond (to have more trust in each

other). This correlates to having better
cooperation and continuing to be respectful to

each other. Outside of V.E we will practice
constant communication about our tasks, and
engage in healthy discussions. By the end of
the year, we should have complete trust in
each other's work ethic, and contributions.



Faied Hassan 
Chief of Social Media

Ellamarie Sanchez
Employee of Finance

Congrats and thank you for your hard work!

EMPLOYEE OF THEEMPLOYEE OF THEEMPLOYEE OF THE
MONTHMONTHMONTH



Aracely Palaguachi
Chief of Marketing 

Happy 18th Birthday 

Nawang Sherab
HR Intern

Happy 16th Birthday


